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Fig. S1. Calibration of a CMOS imager and flat-field correction of images. a, A sequence of images
were captured by CMOS with different illumination intensities. For each image, the averaged intensity
of each color channel (R, G and B) over the whole image was set as the “real intensity”. b, For each
pixel, the measured intensity was linearly fitted as a function of “real intensity”. Pixels at different
locations had significantly different sensitivities. c, A raw image captured by CMOS imager. The
corners and the center showed different brightness and color tones. d, Flat-field corrected image. Each
color channel of the raw image was corrected pixel by pixel based on the linear relationship between
measured intensity and “real intensity”. Then the corrected image was obtained by merging the three
corrected color channels. e, Intensity plots along the white lines in c and d. The intensity variation
between pixels was greatly reduced after correction.

Fig. S2. Data processing: from raw images to absorbance signal. a, A raw image of sensing spots
captured by C-CMOS chip. b, Flat-field corrected image. c, Identification of sensing spots and a blank
(reference) area using Image J. d, Split of color channels for analyses of different types of sensing
spots. e, Intensities of a sensing spot (Isensor) and the reference area (Iref) were obtained by analyzing a
stack of captured images. f, Absorbance signal was calculated with the equation of absorbance = log(Isensor/Iref), then the signal was smoothed using a time window of 15 s (22 frames) to reduce noise.

Table S1. Comparison of C-CMOS and conventional gas detection tubes.
NO2

CO2

NH3

C3H6O

C-CMOS: Detection limit (ppm) a/ Sampling time (s)

0.16/15

71/15

0.33/15

445/15

RAE tubes: Detection limit (ppm) / Sampling time (s)

0.5/90

150/240

0.5/180

500/240

a. The calculation of detection limit is based on the calibration curves in main text Fig. 3. To calculate
the detection limit, a signal threshold is defined based on the zero concentration responses (mean:
Signalzero, standard deviation: Stdzero) with the equation of Signalthreshold = Signalzero + 3 × Stdzero.
With this signal threshold, the detection limit is obtained by substituting it into the calibration curve.
The detection limits can be lower if longer sampling time is used.

Noise Analysis
Read noise and dark noise
Two images were captured under dark condition (same exposure time). A differential image was
obtained by calculating the difference between the two images. The standard deviation of the
intensities of all the pixels in the differential image was calculated (SDDiff). The read noise (NR) and
dark noise (ND) of a N pixels area were calculated by,
𝑆𝐷Diff
𝑁R + 𝑁D =
√2 × √𝑁

(1)

Shot noise
The full well capacity of the CMOS imager was 4300 e-, and the corresponding shot noise (NS) scaled
with the pixel number (N) as,
√4300 × 𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦 × 256
4300
256
𝑁S =
√𝑁

(2)

Light source noise
300 images were captured under normal experimental condition. The average intensity of each image
was calculated. The standard deviation of the averaged intensities was used to present light source
noise (NL).

Noise of a reference area and a sensing spot
300 images of a reference area and a sensing spot were captured. The sizes of the reference area and
the sensing spot were both 2493 pixels, and the standard deviations of their intensity signals were
calculated to present their total noise levels. The noise contributed by digital noise, dark noise, shot
noise, and light source noise (NRDSL) was calculated by:
𝑁RDSL = √(𝑁R + 𝑁D )2 + 𝑁S 2 + 𝑁L 2

(3)

Table S2 shows the noise components, the total noise of the reference area and the sensing spot. NRDSL
contributed to most of the noise of the reference area but contributed to less than half of the noise of
the sensing spot. Because images of the reference area and the sensing element were captured under
the same condition, the extra noise of the sensing spot was originated from the sensing materials. This

additional random noise component can be reduced by averaging over more pixels (spatially) and more
frames (temporally), as shown in Fig. 4b in the main text.
Table S2. Noise components and total noise of a reference area and a sensing spot.
NR + ND

NS

NL

NRDSL

Total noise

Reference area

0.012

0.059

0.033

0.069

0.084

Sensing spot

0.012

0.046

0.033

0.058

0.147

